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Introduction 
The presence of Spanish and Portuguese printed works from the Northern Netherlands in 
Spain and Portugal 
Between 1580 and 1820 more than 700 Spanish and Portuguese books, pamphlets and 
broadsheets were printed in the Northern Netherlands. This number is not very impressive 
when compared to the number of books printed during the same period in Spain or in the 
Spanish Low Countries, but these books, nevertheless, had a reputation. They were 
distinguished not only by their high quality, but also by the unique conditions of the 
Republic, which permitted such great freedom of press. The major part of the Spanish and 
Portuguese works was printed by and for the Sephardic Jews of Amsterdam: their Bibles, 
translations of the Psalms, calendars, prayerbooks, sermons, doctrinal works and literatu-
re account for more than 83 % of the total Spanish and Portuguese production in the 
Northern Netherlands in the aforementioned periodo Considering, furthermore, the Bible 
translations and pamphletary literature for the use of the Spanish Protestants, we arrive at 
a percentage of 87% of works that hardly could have been printed in Spain or Portugal, 
and, once discovered, would most probably have been forbidden1• 
However, very little is known about the spread of these works outside of the Nether-
lands: as the information we have on printer contracts is so scarce, we do not know the 
number of copies issued of each edition nor do we know anything about the possible 
exporting of books. That leaves us, for the moment, only with the question of how these 
books were received. 
As regards the Protestant works printed in the Spanish and Portuguese language, the 
public was clearly not to be found in the Netherlands: they were written or translated by 
Spanish or Portuguese Protestants, who were trying to spread their ideas in the Iberian 
Peninsula; in the prologues of these works they often direct themselves to the Iberian 
reader, trying to convince him of the falsehood of Roman Catholic doctrine. Most of these 
books and pamphlets were known to the Inquisition, sometimes even before they had been 
sent to the Peninsula. And although as clandestine works they were issued with false 
imprints, informants of the Holy Office could report that they carne from the rebellious 
Low Countries2• 
1 So far, 1 have collected 709 entries of Spanish and Portuguese editions of the Netherlands. Of these entries, 
593 are works printed for or printed by the Sephardic Jews; 22 entries are works printed for the Spanish and 
Portuguese Protestants. 
2 Virgilio Pinto Crespo, Inquisición y control ideológico en la España del siglo XVI (Madrid: Taurus, 1983), pp. 
99-107,214-17. 
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As for the works in Spanish and Portuguese from the Sephardic Jews ofthe Netherlands, 
we know that most of this literature was meant for the reeducation of the former Marranos 
living in Amsterdam. The preliminaries of these works are often directed implicitIy to 
those who belong to the Jewish community but still ignore Hebrew and much of Jewish 
tradition. We cannot suppose a merely local market, though. In the first place, there were 
other Jewish and New Christian communities in Europe, and the privileged situation of 
Amsterdam as a centre of printing, combined with the trade routes of the Sephardim, 
provided an additional market for the Sephardic printers3 • Secondly, the zeal of those 
neophytes who had escaped from the rigour of the Holy Tribunal could have induced them 
to try to introduce Jewish literature to the Iberian Peninsula, where many of the Am-
sterdam Jews still had New Christian relatives4• 
Did these works enter the Iberian Peninsula and were they known to the Inquisition? 
The Portuguese bookseller and bibliographer Inocencio da Silva in 1856 expressed: 
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This work [Le. Abraham Cohen Pimentel: Questoens academicas, [Hamburg], 1688] as other works of the 
Portuguese J ews [ ... ], printed, as one sees, outside of Portugal and in Protestant countries, are books of an 
extreme rarity to us; and therefore very esteemed, for if from time to time sorne copies of them appear on 
the market, very high and even exorbitant prices are paid for them; that is to say, in proportion to the 
value and intrinsic merits of such works, which is at times quite small. 
It is c1ear that this rarity derives, more than from any other cause, from the vigilant and excessive 
severity with which the Tribunal of the Inquisition, by means of its agents, inspected the importation into 
our country [Portugal] of foreign books in general, but aboye all of those books that were written in 
vernacular by a people of a forbidden race, and dealing in their vast majority with theological doctrine or 
ritual obligations. These works were considered far more dangerous for the true faith and therefore 
inevitably destined to be destroyed. 
What is most surprising, however, is that despite so much rigour and diligence sorne books still managed 
to enter the country. But for each copy that slipped through, how many were not confiscated and 
destroyed; whether during their entry by land or sea; whether during the searches and confiscations which 
were the irremediable proceedings when New Christians were dragged to the dungeons of the Horren-
dous Tribunal! It is quite miraculous to see how it was still possible to hide those few works that have 
reached us from such rigourous searches. Sorne ofthem -every day becoming rarer-, by the normal causes 
that lead to their further decay, are doomed to disappear completely, leaving only the memory of their 
existences. 
Cf. Marrano Poets of the Seventeenth Century. An Anthology of the Poetry of Joáo Pinto Delgado, Antonio 
Enríquez Gómez and Miguel de Barrios, ed. and tr. by Timothey Oelman (East Brunswick: AUP, 1982), p. 
34: 'The journeying of judaizing merchants to France and Italy must also have helped: there are many cases in 
Inquisition trial records of people returning from place s such as Bayonne with sound recollections of prayers 
from the vernacular liturgy, which attests to the circulation of the Ferrera prayer books (and Bible) in those 
communities, from at least the 1640s onward. For example, the Shema recalled by Diego Núñez Silva in 1661, 
from experience going back as much as twenty years earlier, is virtually identical with the version given in the 
Orden de Oraciones, Amsterdam, 1648.' See also T. Oelmans dissertation: 'Two Poems of Antonio Enríquez 
Gómez' (University of London (Ph.D.), 1976), pp. 110-12. 
Apart from the case mentioned by I.S. Révah, 'Fragments retrouvés de quelques éditions amstelodamoises 
de la version espagnole du rituel juif', StRos 11 (1968), pp. 108-113, we know of no other evidence regarding 
the introduction of Jewish literature in the Iberian Peninsula. 
Inocencio Francisco da Silva, Dicionário bibliográphico portugués (Coimbra, 1856-1958,24 vols.), 1, pp. 2-3. 
In order to see what the reality is behind the words of Inocencio da Silva, and to discover 
the 'official' reception of these works in Spain and Portugal, we shall examine three 
aspects. 
We shall first review the most important Spanish and Portuguese national bibliographies 
and check them for data on works printed in the Netherlands during the 17th and 18th 
centuries. We have used our provisional bibliography of Spanish and Portuguese works 
printed in the Netherlands (±1580-±1820) as a reference; this bibliography contains 
already localized and described titles, supplied with titles mentioned in the relevant 
repertories and in major library catalogues: it now has more than 700 titles of books, 
pamphlets and broadsheets. 
Then we willlook at the copies we found in the libraries of Madrid and Lisbon public 
collections and try to determine their provenance. 
Finally we will examine the Indices librorum prohibitorum issued by the Spanish Inquisi-
tion during the 17th and 18th centuries in order to determine its awareness of Spanish and 
Portuguese works printed in the Northern Netherlands. 
Spanish and Portuguese bibliographies of the 17th and 18th centuries 
Nicolás Antonio in his Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, the first major bibliography of Spanish 
literature, containing the works of Spanish and Portuguese writers from 1500 to 1680, 
expresses himself clearly on sorne authors who because of their faith had left their country. 
About Cipriano de Valera -also called the Spanish Heretic- we read: 'infame no bis semper 
nomen, haereticus fuit Calvinianus'6 and of Isaac (Fernando) Cardoso he writes: 'His 
desertor verae religionis castro Venetam profugisse dicitur, hebraismum impune professu-
rus'7. In this context it is not strange to see the Netherlands or Amsterdam mentioned: 
'Menasseh ben Israel, ejusdem sectae horno in Batavis Lusitana patria sive origine, apud 
Batavos apostata Christian a pietatis,g, or: 'Iosephus de Cazeres, diversus a Laurentio, & ut 
credimus ex Lusitana patria sive origine, apud Batavos apostata Christiana pietatis.'9 
However, other Sephardic authors are described in a rather neutral way, or even 
admired for their erudition. Thus we read about Joseph (Francisco) de Caceres, now 
confused with Iacobus de Carceres: 
Hispanum domo (ut cognomentum nostratisque linguae usus denotat) Hebraicae tamen superstionis 
reus, qui nec venire in censum hunc debuerat si non & Hebreos omnes veteres, atque Arabes Hispaniae 
cives, quorum alias notum est in literis nomen atque apud doctos existimatio, pro merito cujusque, quod 
recte dictum es auctori suo infideli atque improbo extorquentes, laudavissemus, laudareque in posterum 
constituissemus. Vertis is non ineleganter ex Gallico Guillelmi Salusti [ ... po 
The bibliographer is not a censor and if he does not mention works of the heterodox, this is 
6 Nicolás Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, sive hispanorum scriptorum ab anno MD ad DMCLXX 
[1684](Madrid, 1788,2 vols.), 1, p. 261. 
7 N .. Antonio, 1, p. 371. 
8 N. Antonio, 11, p. 133. 
9 N. Antonio, 1, p. 803. 
10 N. Antonio, 1, p. 614. 
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due to ignorance, not to prejudice. Nicolás Antonio represents a nation proud of itself 
whose writers must and can compete with the most illustrious sons of other nations. This is 
why aH writers whose works he knows (written after 1500) are inc1uded in his Bibliotheca 
hispana nova: 
Male ut bene, inutiliter, aut cum fructu, non distinguimus, quia nec distinguit argumenti ratio. Ideo & 
nominibus alias damnatis, eorum puta, qui vel superstitionis Judaicae, vel ab ortodoxa Fide apostasia rei 
vixerunt & mortui sunt, mentionem non invidemus; lustrum quippe agimus, non censuram. ll 
Thus Antonio mentions a work of Menasseh ben Israel, De resurrectione mortuorum, 
proscribed by the Inquisition, but which he must have seen, for he relies on much of the 
information in it about other Sephardic authors! 
In spite of his intentions to be complete, Antonio does not have many data at his 
disposal: if we consider that from ± 1580 until1680 sorne 307 Spanish and Portugal works 
were printed in the Northern Netherlands, the 15 mentioned by Antonio are in fact an 
insignificant number12 • Five of these titles are Sephardic works and 2 Protestant. Antonio 
also mentions a work of Miguel (Daniel Levi) de Barrios, Flor de Apolo, printed in 
Brussels in 1665. Typical for his lack of information on the works printed in the Nether-
lands is the fact that in different occasions he mentions the same author with different 
names: we have already seen this in the case of Francisco de Cáceres; in the case of De 
Barrios, once he is described as a Captain of the Spanish army, and later he is mentioned as 
a Portuguese J ew living in Amsterdam 13. In this respect one can caH the famous double life 
of the poet indeed successfuF4. 
Half a century later appears the Portuguese bibliography of Diogo Barbosa Machado. 
Barbosa is, as Antonio with respect to the Spanish, of the opinion that the Portuguese can 
compete with the greatest nations. This explains again why we can find sorne information 
on those other Portuguese who had to leave their country. His attitude towards them is, 
however, a good deal more aggressive: 
Abraham FERRAR original from the city of Porto and physician. Because of being a harsh follower of 
Hebraism, and for fear of undergoing the deserved punishment for his apostasy, he furtively pulled out to 
Amsterdam, were he was received with open arms by his compatriots and with far too much esteem.15 
Or on Isaac Abarbanel: 'raised in the observance of the Jewish rites he became a fierce 
11 N. Antonio, 1, p. XV. 
12 In the introduction to the bibliography of Rodríguez (Joseph Rodríguez de Castro, Biblioteca española, 2 
vols, (vol. 1: Madrid, 1781), p. 8) we read that Antonio had the intention to complete his bibliography with 
more notices on the literature of the Iberian Jews and Conversos. With his dead in 1684 he left his work 
unfinished. 
13 N. Antonio, n, p. 131. 
14 See: W. Chr. Pieterse, Daniel Levi de Barrios als geschiedschrijver van de Portugees-Israelietische gemeente te 
Amsterdam in zijn 'Triumpho del govierno popular' (Amsterdam: Scheltema & Holkema, 1968), p. 30, where 
she discusses earlier contributions on the 'double life' and 'split personality' of Miguel de Barrios. 
15 Diogo Barbosa Machado, Bibliotheca Lusitana Histórica, Crítica, e Cronológica (Lisboa, 1741-1752, 3 vols) , 
1, p. 1. 
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champion of the delirium of the Talmud'16. Nevertheless, also in Barbosa's work we can 
find admiration for the erudition of sorne Jews; thus the fame of Jacob Jehuda León 
(Templo) is mentioned -because of his model of the Temple-. 
Although Barbosa studied the major work of Wolf and mentions a considerably greater 
number of Sephardic authors and works than Antonio did, in his bibliography as well the 
lack of a direct examination of the works is evident; it causes sorne striking confusion when 
Barbosa considers sorne Jewish authors as Christians: as in the case of the rabbis David 
Nunes Torres and Abraham Gomes Silveira!17 Barbosa mentions 65 titles, 40 of them can 
be identified as Sephardic. The fact that he does not mention more, is because he do es not 
know more, and, on the other hand, because of his limited interest in Jewish authors: he 
has consulted Wolf only superficially. 
Only with the bibliographer José Rodríguez de Castro does Iberian bibliography show a 
serious interest in the works of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews. In the first part of the 
Biblioteca española Rodríguez aims at describing the works of the Spanish Rabbis from 
'the first times' until his contemporary age. Although his work has to be considered aboye 
aH as an inventory, his judgement on the Spanish Jewish writers is frequently one of 
admiration; with the exception of Saul Levi Mortera who is mentioned as one of the 
greatest enemies the Christians ever knew18. Rodríguez, as royallibrarian, disposed, in 
numerous cases, ofthe direct information ofthe sources. In his work we have found more 
than 96 titles of Spanish and Portuguese works printed in the Northern Netherlands (the 
number not being exact because of his indirect references to works we have not yet been 
able to locate). Frequently Rodríguez also mentions where he saw the copies: in the Royal 
Library, in private libraries and in sorne monastic libraries; they contained Sephardic and 
Protestant bibles and works ofMenasseh and Aboab, among others. It is surprising, thus, 
that a number of forbidden books was to be found in monasteries and in the Royal 
Library19. 
Ribeiro dos Santos is the last bibliographer who in the time in which Spanish and 
Portuguese works were still being printed in the Netherlands, and during the period of the 
Inquisition, made an enumeration of the works of the Portuguese Jews. His various 
contributions to the Memorias da litteratura portugueza are an important defense of the 
culture of the Portuguese Jews; however, many of the data mentioned by Ribeiro are 
inexact, Ribeiro relying too much on secondary sources.20 Nevertheless, not only do es he 
mention 77 titles ofworks printed in the Netherlands, he also tells us where he carne across 
sorne bibles and other books, again in monasteries and in private coHections. 
The interest in the Spanish and Portuguese Jews considerably increased in the 19th 
century. The bibliographies oflnocencio da Silva, Pinto de Mattos, Gallardo, Mendes dos 
16 D. Barbosa Machado, 11, p. 911. 
17 D. Barbosa Machado, 1, p. 624 and 1, p. 2. 
18 J. Rodríguez de Castro, 1, p. 573. 
19 Rodríguez saw copies of 44 of the Spanish and Portuguese editions of the Northern Netherlands. That is about 
the half of the 96 titels described by the bibliographer. 
20 Ribeiro dos Santos took his information from J. Chr. Wolf, Bibliotheca Hebraea (Hamburg, 1715-1733,4 
vols.). 
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Remédios, Neves and Palau show this c1early. And, of course, the Spanish and Portuguese 
bibliographies owe a lot to the monumental bibliography of Kayserling; also the collecting 
efforts of Pascual de Gayangos and Luis de Usoz should be mentioned. 
The presence of Spanish and Portuguese prints from the Northern Netherlands in Madrid 
and Lisbon public collections 
During my research in Madrid and Portugal from 1985-1986, with the aid of the Dutch 
Scientific Council (ZWO, now called NWO) I found 571 copies of Spanish and Portuguese 
works printed in the Northern Netherlands. From the 451 copies I have found so far in 
Madrid, the major part was acquired only in the nineteenth century, mostly by Pascual de 
Gayangos and Luis de Usoz. These bibliophiles bought their books mainly outside of 
Spain, notably in England and the N etherlands. The collection he Id in the N ational Library 
of Lisbon equally seems to have been acquired only at the end of the nineteenth century or 
in the beginning of this century: the shelfmarknumbers of rnost of the Sephardic books 
have a sequence, which usually points to a collection. 
,On the other hand, many of the works actually seen by Rodríguez de Castro can still be 
found in the National Library of Madrid, often with the stamp of the Royal Library on its 
titlepage. This is not surprising, as the National Library ofMadrid is the continuation ofthe 
Royal Library. It is possible that sorne of the copies Rodríguez saw in monasteries of 
Madrid have also ended up in the N ational Library21. Considering the extreme rarity of 
these works, also in the Netherlands (see the comment on the Primera parte del sedur) this 
is good news. In the library of the Palacio de Ajuda in Lisbon we have been able to trace the 
Sephardic books mentioned by Ribeiro de Santos which belonged to the Monastery of 
Necessidades. Finally, rnany Bibles, Sephardic or Protestant, constantly appeared in the 
Madrid and Lisbon libraries. Thus, not so many heterodox books have been destroyed and 
fortunately the books now to be found in Madrid and Lisbon are not so neglected and not in 
such a poor condition as Inocencio da Silva feared. 
Inquisition 
This brings us to Da Silva's remark on the proceedings of the Inquisition. It cannot be 
denied that the Holy Office exercised a very severe and rneticulous control on books. This 
control, regarding the 16th century in Spain, is impressively described by Virgilio Pinto 
Crespo. The image of a totalitarian apparatus that spread its tentac1es over everything 
related to books is for this period surely not an exaggeration; books could be denounced, 
judged and sentenced, and in the end, burned as if they were heretics themselves. There 
were numerous inforrnants and censors and there was always a centralised control on every 
single activity. If we only look at the books that were not printed in Spain, then there 
21 As mentioned, Rodríguez saw copies of 44 Spanish and Portuguese editons of the Northern Netherlands. Of 
these, 17 are not to be found among the old holdings of the National Library; Rodríguez did not see them in 
the Royal Library, but in private collections and in the library of the 'RR. PP. Mercenarios Calzados de esta 
Corte' . Of the remaining 27 titles, there are copies of 10 of them with the stamp of the Royal Library; copies of 
the other 17 titles can be found in the old holdings of the N ational Library. Copies of these holdings gene rally 
have lower 'R' shelfmarks. 
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appears to be an obsession with the secret introduction of heretic or apostate literature in 
the country. Therefore the borders were controlled, bookstores and libraries inspected; 
the possession of forbidden books was a serious delict. In sorne cases, however, dis-
pensation could be given to study certain books, but this seems to have been rather 
exceptionaF2. In the 18th century the control on books in Spain remained very stricf3• 
On the other hand, the method adopted by the Inquisition was not always very effective: 
the whole bureaucratic process could lead easily to an enormous period between the 
edition and the eventual proscription of the 'heretical' works24. 
With regard to the proceedings of the Portuguese Inquisition in this period I have little 
information, but I as sume that its proceedings differed little from those of Spain: in this 
respect, I think, Inocencio da Silva's testimony is useful. 
Bearing these restrictions in mind and admitting that the study of the reach of the , 
Inquisition over the Spanish and Portuguese works from the Dutch presses requires a 
major effort - inc1uding the consultation of private and Inquisitorial archives - still sorne 
conc1usions can be drawn from the examination of the Indices issued in Spain during the 
17th and 18th centuries. 
In this context I have not asked myself which books the Inquisition would have forbid-
den and which books it permitted. Whoever reads the general instructions contained in the 
Indices comes to the conc1usion that nearly all Sephardic and surely all the Protestant 
works were to be forbidden: as for the Protestant works this needs no explanation; but for 
the J ewish works we must consider that in Spain many secondary so urce s existed frorn 
which Judaism could be learned25, and that, for instance, the Targum was not a forbidden 
book. However, the Talmud and its cornrnentaries were forbidden, as well as those works 
on the Cabala and other 'impious and nefarious' works of the Jews; and furthermore all the 
books that taught or defended the Jewish faith. Finally, whether Protestant or Jewish, each 
Bible or part of it written in the vernacular was strongly forbidden. 
This leaves us with few of the Sephardic works published in Holland that could be 
permitted. However, it is most probable that the secular literature written bythe Sephardic 
Jews (notably by Miguel de Barrios and José de la Vega) was accepted. De Barrios and 
Vega had many contacts with Spanish and Portuguese officials and noblernen, not only 
those resident in the Spanish Netherlands. Miguel de Barrios wrote sorne letters and 
poems to Charles II of Spain, and we know that Pedro II of Portugal rewarded a laudatory 
work written by the two authors with 5000 cruzados. AIso, their works appear to have 
circulated freely in Córdoba, where they were born26. At the end of the seventeenth 
century the Spanish or Portuguese public apparently did not care about the Judaic 
22 V. Pinto Crespo, pp. 143-46. 
23 Francisco Aguilar Piñal, 'El mundo del libro en el siglo XVIII' in: Varia bibliographica. Homenaje a José 
Simón Díaz (Kassel: Reichenberger, 1988), pp. 25-33. 
24 V. Pinto Crespo, pp. 293-312. 
25 Yosef Haim Yerushalmi, From Spanish Court to Italian Ghetto. Isaac Cardoso: A Study in Seventeenth-
Century Marranism and Jewish Apologetics (New York: Columbia UP, 1971), pp. 271-301. 
26 Kenneth Scholberg, La poesía religiosa de Miguel de Barrios (Madrid: Ohio State University Press, [1963]), 
p.39. 
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background that was often reflected in this literature -and, in sorne occasions, openly 
admitted by its author27 • In the case of Menassehs work on the Bible, his Conciliador, one 
wonders what its reception might have been. It was praised everywhere by Cliristians, and 
Menasseh is said to have sent copies of it to Spain28 • 
In the examination of the 17th and 18th century Indices 1 have centered my attention on 
the awareness the Inquisition had of particular Spanish and Portuguese books of the 
Netherlands. This could be a indirect knowledge via informants outside of the Iberian 
Peninsula or the direct knowledge of the books themselves, which implies they were 
intercepted by the Inquisition. Their number is very small, giving the impression that they 
were not very well known to the Holy Office: we have counted less than 10 titles. On the 
other hand sorne very rare books surprisingly figure in the Indices29 • 
When, despite their most probable, and in sorne cases, demonstrable prohibition, we 
still find copies of these books, Protestant or Sephardic, belonging to the old holdings of 
Iberian libraries, how must we explain this? 
In the first place, of course, that in spite of the rigour of the Inquisition a number of 
books were introduced into the country. A notorious example was given by Révah: the 
Portuguese Inquisition discovered fragments of a prayerbook, hidden in the hat of an 
arrested 'New Christian,30. Yerushalmi also mentions the presence of numerous inquisito-
rial documents in which forbidden books were found in private libraries, often by sheer 
accident31 . 
Secondly, we must try to explain the presence of forbidden books in Royal Libraries and 
in convent libraries. Did sorne ecc1esiastics have permission to study these books? Did they 
serve for the establishing of new Indices? When 1 looked at the last Indices 1 could not find 
the titles of the copies in possession of these libraries. The fact that bibliographers, besides 
mentioning and commenting the books could tell where to find them, is also intriguing. 
Maybe from the end of the 17th century the Inquisition did not feel Judaism as a real threat 
anymore and therefore was not very alerto This did not imply a sudden tolerance: still in 
1799 a work on the Bible by Isaac Acosta was put on the Index32 • 
27 The works oí Miguel de Barrios and José de la Vega are full oí biblical allusions and themes, beyond 
contemporary íashion. De Barrios flattered sorne Spanish nobles with his 'cabalistic' ethymologies. In De 
Barrios' Coro de las musas, a work directed to a general (Iberian) public, there is no attempt to avoid the 
mentioning oí the names oí sorne notorious Sephardic Jews oí Amsterdam. Barrios points at his converso 
origen in the prologue oí the íirst work he published, Flor de Apolo: 'Esto converso contigo/ mira si en lo que 
te advierto/ por no saber gastar prosa! escrivo como con verso'. Rodríguez de Castro refers to this allusion, but 
adds: 'Lo cierto es, que en todas estas Obras se explica cristianamente, y como sugeto dedicado a la virtud' (1., 
p. 6(0). This literature never oííended nor did it openly attack Christianism. 
28 C. Roth, ALife of Manasseh ben Israel. Rabbi, printer and diplomat (Philadelphia, 1934), p. 66. Quoted by 
Timothey Oelman, Marrano Poets ofthe Seventeenth Century, p. 34. 
29 1 am preparing a separate article, to be published in StRos, on the presence oí these works in the Spanish 
Indices. 
30 I.S. Révah, 'Fragments retrouvés ... ' 
31 Y.H. Yerushalmi, p. 293. 
32 A. Paz y Melia, Catálogo abreviado de papeles de Inquisición (Madrid, 1914), p. 33. Paz mentions the 
Inquisitorial record on the qualiíication oí the book by Isaac Acosta, Conjeturas sagradas sobre los profetas 
primeros (Leyden: Th. van Geel, 5482 [1722]). 
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The Inquisition was aware of the efforts to introduce Protestant literature into the 
country; and the description in the Indices of those works is almost complete. If Sephardic 
literature was imported into the Iberian Peninsula on a larger than individual scale, the 
Inquisition would have established equally accurate listings. Those few books mentioned 
in the Indices reflect, I think, merely incidental discoveries. Still, what dramatic reality 
must there have been behind them. 
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1878 PINTO DE MATIOS, Ricardo Manual Bibliographico Portuguez de livros raros, 
classicos e curiosos coordenado por Ricardo Pinto de Mattos (Porto: Livraria Por-
tuense, 1878). 
1890 KA YSERLING, Meyer Biblioteca Española-portugueza-judaica [1890] (New-
York: Ktav, 1971). 
1911 MENDES DOS REMEDIOS, Joaquim Os Judeos Portugueses em Amsterdam 
(Coimbra: F. Fran~a Amado, 1911). 
1913 NEVES, Alvaro Bibliografia luso-judaica. Notícia subsidiária da coleq;ao de Al-
berto Carlos da Silva (Coimbra: Imprensa da Universidade, 1913). 
1923 PALAU Y DULCET, Antonio Manual del librero hispano-americano [1923,7 
vols.] (Barcelona, 19772 aum. 28 vols.). 
1927 SEELIGMANN, Sigmund Bibliographie en historie. Een bijdrage tot de geschiede-
nis der eerste Sephardim in Amsterdam (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1927). 
1933 PEETERS-FONTAINAS, F. Bibliographie des impressions espagnoles des Pays-
Bas. (Louvain, 1933). 
1933 SILVA ROSA, J.S. da Die spanischen und portugiesischen gedruckten Judaica in 
der Bibliothek des JÜd. portug. Seminars 'Ets Haim' in Amsterdam. Eine Ergiinzung 
zu Kayserlings 'Biblioteca española-portugueza-judaica' (Amsterdam: Menno 
Hertzberger, 1933). 
1965 PEETERS-FONTAINAS, F. Bibliographie des impressions espagnoles des Pays-
Bas Meridionaux (Nieuwkoop: de Graaf, 1965, 2 vols.). 
1968 REVAH,I.S. 'Fragments retrouvés de quelques éditions amstelodamoises de la 
version espagnole du rituel juif' StRos 11 (1968), pp. 108-113. 
1972 CASSUTO, Alfonso 'Seltene Bücher aus meiner Bibliothek' StRos VI, 2 (1972), 
pp. 215-223. 
1981 OFFENBERG, Adri K. 'The Primera Parte del Sedur. Amsterdam 1612' StRos 
XV, 2 (1981), pp. 234-237. 
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1983 BOER, Harm den (thesis for university degree:) 
Bibliografía de los impresos en lenguas española y portuguesa de Holanda c. 1600-c. 
1800. Con una bibliografía de los impresos en lengua portuguesa de Holanda y una 
primera muestra de los impresos en lengua española de Holanda, Leiden, 10-1983, 
197 pp. 
1983 BOER, Harm den 'Libros religiosos castellanos impresos en Amsterdam. Primera 
muestra de una bibliografía de los impresos castellanos y portugueses de Holanda de 
(±) 1600-1800', in: Censo de escritores al servicio de los Austrias y otros estudios 
bibliográficos (Madrid: Instituto 'Miguel de Cervantes', C.S.LC., 1983), pp. 33-58. 
1988 BOER, Harm den 'Ediciones falsificadas de Holanda en el siglo XVII: escritores 
sefarditas y censura judaica', Varia bibliographica. Homenaje a José Simón Díaz, 
(Kassel: Edition Reichenberger, 1988), pp. 99-104. 
1988 OFFENBERG, Adri K. 'Exame das tradi<;óes. Een bibliografisch onderzoek naar 
de publikaties der eerste Sefardim in de Noordelijke Nederlanden, met name in 
Amsterdam (1584-1627)', Exodo. Portugezen in Amsterdam 1600-1680, ed. by 






The following is a description of Spanish and Portuguese editions from the Northern 
Netherlands (±1580-±1820) present in Madrid and Lisbon public collections. 
1) By Spanish and Portuguese works we mean: those works in which Spanish and Por tu-
guese is a substantial part of the text; this includes vocabularies and other works in two 
languages, as for instance Hebrew grammars written in Portuguese and prayerbooks in 
Spanish and Hebrew. 
It excludes such works as multilingual vocabularies and dictionaries (f.í. Colloquia et 
dictionariolum 4 linguarum is not included). 
2) By editions we understand: all copies of separately printed units, or units that could have 
been printed separately. This includes not only books, but also broadsheets. Those units in 
which the text is of a minor importance (engravings, maps) are not included. 
3) Printed in the Northern Netherlands is: within the present-day limits ofthe Netherlands. 
4) The chronologicallimits of the bibliography (±1580-±1820) have been imposed by the 
editions themselves. As starting point 1 consider the first work in Spanish (or Portugue-
se) language printed in the Netherlands. As 16th century editions are very rare, it is 
possible that other, earlier, editions will be discovered. 
1 have chosen the year of 1820 as closing limit, because until this year, editions in Spanish 
and Portuguese can be said to reflect the use of these languages within the Sephardic 
Communities of Holland. Closing our bibliography with works of the hand-press period 
would exclude these late, but very interesting books in Spanish and Portuguese. 
The method of bibliographical description 1 have adopted, follows grosso modo the 
method developped b~T the compilers of the Short-Title Catalogue, Netherlands 1540-1800 
(S TCN) . The descript 1 of each entry contains: 
a) A heading 
b) The name of the work in its Short-Title form 
c) (The name of the author, when the name of the author appearing on the titlepage or 
another part of the work differs notably form the one used in the heading. Por instan ce in 
the case of pseudonymes.) 
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d) (A mention on the impression, as: 'ultima impresión' or: 'transladado del hebreo', or: 
'corregido de los errores typographicos por [-]'; we have edited those mentions by 
abbreviations. ) 
e) The address 
f) The collation formula 
g) A list of copies 
h) References to the works in other bibliographies or enumerations 
i) (Remarks) 
Observations 
The short title respects the spelling of the titlepage; the reader should note that I have 
maintained only those capitals that have a function in spelling. 
Ido not consider the quasi-facsimile method of reproducing the titlepage a better garante e 
for the distinction between different editions: the collation proofs to be more useful for this 
purpose. The 'fingerprint'method of comparing the text aboye sorne previously esta-
blished signatures as used in the STCN-project, has been the most effective method for the 
identification of editions. 
Although I have followed the ortography of the titlepage, I have used abbreviations in 
order to shorten and unify references on the relation of various persons to the work. Thus 
en casa de David Tartas becomes: pro David Tartas; a despeza de David de Castro Tartaz 
becomes: f. David de Castro Tartaz. 
In the Indexes at the end of the bibliography I have unified the different spellings of one 
name, wherever this was necessary. As the spelling of the first names frequently shows 
many variations, I have adopted the most frequent spelling. More details on the method of 
description can be found in J.A. Gruys and C. de Wolf, A Short-Title Catalogue of Books 
printed at Hoorn before 1701 (Den Haag, 1979). 
The part which follows contains anonymous works and works written by more than two 
authors. Headings are arranged in alphabetical order. 
In the case of Calendars and Prayerbooks, the order within their heading is chronological 
instead of alphabetical. In the Index of titles, alphabetical order is maintained. 
I regard this enumeration and the one to be published in a next issue of StRos as a specimen 
for the Bibliography of Spanish and Portuguese editions (±1580-±1820) from the Northern 
Netherlands, which I have be en preparing for the last three years. The Bibliography will 
include the description of copies found in the Netherlands, Madrid, Lisbon, London (BL) , 
Paris (BN) , and, hopefully, also of those present in libraries in Israel and the U nited States; 
it will always be based on the direct examination of the located copies. 
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In this future bibliography the description will be completed with a short reference to the 
contents of the works (Le. preliminaries, approbations, text, indexes, etc.). Another 
desiderandum is the reproduction of the titlepage of every single entry. I would be grateful 
to receive whatever remarks or suggestions (e.g. on important copies or collections) that 






































aprobation given by 
author 
bookseller 
one of the authors of a collective work 
colophon 
contribution by (dedicatory poems etc.) 
corrected by 
dedicated to 
dedication signed by 
edited by 
engravings by 
for ( =financed by; in Spanish: a costa de, a despeza de, por ... ) 
folio(s): leaf, leaves (numbered on one side only) 
Lisboa, Palácio da Ajuda 
Lisboa, Biblioteca Nacional 
licence given by 
Madrid, Academia de la Historia 
Madrid, coll. of Bartolomé March 
Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional 




page, pages (numbered on both sides) 
place 
printer (in Spanish: impresor) 
printed by (in Spanish: en casa de) 
prologue by 






La vida y fabvlas del Esopo: A las quales se añadieron algunas muy graciosas de Auieno, y 
de otros sabios fabuladores. [Leiden], pro Officina Plantiniana, 1607. 12°: * 4 A-z8 a4 ($5); 
192 ff; pp [1-2]-384 
Copies: MAH1-3223, MBNR1939, MBNR13497, MBNR18392, MBNU3969 
References: PEETERS(1933) 1480(Gives Antwerp), PEETERS(1965),n, PALAU(1923) 81895, 
SIMON5780 
2 BIBLE, SP 
La Biblia. Que es, los sacros libros del vieio y nvevo testamento. Rev. by Cypriano de 
Va lera. Tr. by Cassiodoro de Reyna. 2nd ed. Amsterdam, pro Lorengo Iacobi, 1602. 2°: 
* 6(* 1 +X)2 * 6 A-R8 S8(S3+'2S3') T-218 2K-L6 2A_S8 2T-V6($5); 438 ff; ff [13] [1]-
268[ =269], 1-68, 1-88 [1] 
Copies: LAH-VIII-21, LAJC-III-4(1acks (* 1 +x)), LBNBib260-2A, MAH1-850 (lacks * -2* 6), 
MBNR26(slightly bettered numbering; lacks (* 1+X)), MBNR495, MBNR2971(lacks (* 1+X)), 
MBNR4389(lacks (* 1 +X)), MBNR8491, MBNR12225(1acks (* 1 +X)), MBNU8548 
References: ANTONIO([1684]1788) 1, p. 264, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 469, PALAU(1923) 28942, 
PEETERS(1933) 127 
3 BIBLE,O.T.,SP 
Biblia en lengua espanola Tr. from the Hebrew. Ed. by Yom Tob Atias. and Abraham 
Vsque. , (col: Amsterdam, 5371[ = 1611 D. 2°in6: * 62* 4 A-3C6($4); 304 ff; ff [10] 1-293 [1] 
Copies: MBNU775 
References: WOLF(1715), IV, p. 176, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 472(accurate description but does 
not mention copy), RIBEIRO(1792), p. 239, KAYSÉRLING(1890), p. 29, PALAU(1923) 28943, 
PEETERS(1933) 120(gives pr. Abraham Usque Portuges) 
4 BIBLE,O.T.,SP 
Biblia en lengua espanola Tr. from the Hebrew. [Amsterdam], [n. pr.], (col: 5390[= 1630]. 
2°: * * * 8 A-3C6($4); 302 ff; ff [8] 1-293 [1] 
,Copies: LAH-VIII-20, MBNR2020(1acks C6 (blank)), MBNR4315(lacks C6 (blank)), 
MBNR13009(lacks C6 (blank)), MBNR15064, MBNU8549 
References: WOLF(1715) 1, IV; 1463 (mentions Gillis Joost as printer, Menasseh as editor; in IV 
corrected), BARBOSA(1741) 111, p. 459 (Under Menasseh), RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 476, RIBEI-
RO(1792), p. 240 (confirms that it is not the Menasseh-Gillis Joosten edition; has seen 3 copies), 




Biblia en lengua espanola Tr. from the Hebrew. Amsterdam, pro Gillis Ioosten, 
5606[1646].2°:Jt * * * 34 * * * 4 A-3C6 3DB; 311 ff; pp [18] 1-605[=603] [1] 
Copies: LAJl-VIII -19, LBNBib149V, LBNBib270V, MAH14-8-3-4713(not complete), MBNR6424, 
MBNR6426, MBNR7943 
References: WOLF(1715), IV, p. 176, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 476, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 241 (copies 
in Bibliotheca Real, Casa de N .Senhora das Necessidades de Lisboa and of Bispo Titular do AIgarve 
Confessor de sua Magestade), KA YSERLING(1890), p. 29, P ALAU(1923) under 28944, PEETERS 
(1933) 12(without printer) 
6 BIBLE,O.T.,SP 
Biblia en lengua española. Tr. from the Hebrew. Corro by Ioseph Athias. Amsterdam,.f. 
IosephAthias,5421[1661].8°: * * * B A-40B ($5); 678 ff; pp [16] 1-1325[=1321] [7] 
Copies: LAJ53-1-52(1acks 4B-408), MAH14-2-3-473(:rt5* * * 3ms.tp and other missing leaves), 
MBNR4097, MBNR7301(408 (blank) lacks), MBNR10543 
References: WOLF(1715), IV, p. 176, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 481 (gives 4° but description is very 
accurate), RIBEIRO(1792), p. 241 (corrects Wolfius: not 4° but 8°), KA YSERLING(1890), p. 29, 
PALAU(1923) 28945(mentions issues with tp 5425(1665)), 162795(under Menasseh), PEETERS 
(1933) 123, 124(124 is the 1665 issue with the same imprint mentioned by Palau) 
7 BIBLE,O.T.,SP 
Biblia en lengua española. Tr. from the Hebrew. Corro by Dr. R. Yshac de Ab. Diaz. 
Amsterdam,f. David Fernandes, 5486[1726].8°: * B A-4MB 4N4 ($5); 660 ff; pp [16] 1-1299 
[5] 
Copies: LBNBib831-33P, MBNU5219, MPRIII-2906 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 517, KAYSERLING(1890) , p. 29, PALAU(1923) 28946, 
PEETERS(1933) 125 
8 BIBLE,O.T.,SP+HEBR 
Biblia. En dos colunas hebrayco y español. Amsterdam, f. Joseph, Iacob, y Abraham de 
Salomon Proops, pro and bsr., 5522[1762]. 2°: Jt6 A-2JC2 2y2(2Y +x) 2Z2(2Z+ 1) 3A-402 
(402+1) A* -2R2(2R+1) 2S* -4T* 2(-4T* 2 blank); 350ff; pp [12] [1]-178 [3] 180-332 [1] 
[1 ]-159 [3] 161-350 
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Copies: MBNR853, MBNU8895, Mbm52/5/2 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 518, KAYSERLING(1890), p. 29, PALAU(1923) 28947, 
PEETERS(1933) 126,1120(1120 Pentateuco en hebraico y castellano) 
9 BIBLE, O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Humas de parasiotb y aftharoth Tr. from the Hebrew into Spanish. Amsterdam, pro 
Imanvuel Benveniste, 5403[1643]. 8°: A-2G8 2H2 2A_I8 2K4 2J2 ($5); 242+78 ff; ff [1-2]-
249[ =241] [1] [1 ]-82[ =76] [2] 
Incorporates: Bible, O.T., Haphtaroth, Sp, 1643 (s. 18) 
Copies: LAJ2-I-44(1acks2H2(blank; 212 ), MBNR12859 
References: RIBEIRO(1792), p. 243 (copy in Casa de N.Senhora das Necessidades in Lisboa), 
KA YSERLING(1890), p. 29, NEVES(1913) 58, PALAU(1923) 162791(under Menasseh), PEE-
TERS(1933) 877 
10 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Humas, o cinco libros de la Ley Divina. Juntas las aphtarot del año. Ed. by Haham 
Menasseh ben Israel. Amsterdam, f Menasseh ben Israel, 5415[1655]. 12°: (+)4 A_T12 
2A_E12 2p6($7); 232+66 ff; pp [8] 1-451 [5] [1-2]-127 [5] 
Incorporates: Bible, O.T., Haphtaroth, Sp, 1654 (s. 19) 
Copies: LBNRes3P, MBNR5549, MBNR10182 
References: WOLF(1715), IV, 1463, BARBOSA(1741) III, p. 459 (inexact description with 1646 as 
year), RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 478, KA YSERLING(1890), p. 29, NEVES(1913) 59(says that it is 
unknown), PALAU(1923) 162794(under Menasseh), PEETERS(1933) 694,880(694: under Menas-
seh Hacham, 4°; correct under Menasseh, n.880), SIMON(1950) 4792(under Menasseh) 
11 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Cinco libros de la Ley Divina, con las Aphtarot de todo el año. Corro by David Tartaz, 
Amsterdam, f David Tartaz, pr., 5451[1691]. 8°: A-3I4 2A_Q4 X2($2);22+66 ff; pp [4] 
[1]-436 [4] [1-2]-128 [4] 
Incorporates: Bible, O.T., Haphtaroth, Sp, 1691 (s. 20) 
Copies: MAH14-7-1O-4243, MBNR12411, MBNR18615 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 30, PEETERS(1933) 290 ,881( erroneously under Franco Ser-
rano and Menasseh) 
12 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Los cinco libros de la Sacra Ley. Interpretados en lengua española, conforme a la divina 
tradicion, y comento de los mas celebres expositores. Ed. by Yosseph Franco Serrano, 
Amsterdam,pr. Mosseh Dias, 5455[1695]. 4°: :n;8 A-4y4 4Z2($3); 374 ff; pp [16] 1-7081-11 
[11] 
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Copies: LBNRes2V, MAH14-4-6-1869, MBNR109, MBNR14820 
References: WOLF(1715), IV, p. 182, BARBOSA(1741) 11, p. x (Ioze' Franco Serram), RO-
DRIGUEZ(1781), p. 491, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 245 (has seen copy), KA YSERLING(1890), p. 
100(under Serrano, David Franco), PEETERS(1933) 291(gives Isahac Dias as printer) 
13 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Cinco libros de la ley divina. Amsterdam,f. David Tartaz,pr., 5457[1697].8°: nA-2M8 2N4 
($4); 285 ff; pp [2] [1]-436 [6] 461-558[=568] 
Copies: LBNRes4P 
14 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Cinco libros de la Ley Divina. Amsterdam, f. Yshak de Cordova, pr., 5465[1705]. 8°: n 
A-3V4($2); 265 ff; pp [2] [1]-528 
Copies: LBNRes5P, MBNR10203 
References: WOLF(1715), IV, p. 182, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 493, KAYSERLING(1890), p. 30, 
PEETERS(1933) 292 
15 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Los cinco libros de la Ley Divina. Amsterdam, f. Selomoh Proops, pro and bsr., 
5478[1718]. 8°: n A-2B8 2C8(2C4+X) 2D-2K8($5); 266 ff; pp [2] [1]-528[=530] 
Copies: LBNRes6P 
References: NEVES(1913) 12, SIL V AROSA(1933) 15, PEETERS(1933) 293 
16 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Cinco libros de la Ley Divina. Amsterdam, f. Yshak de Cordova, pr., 5484[1724]. 8°: n 
A-V4 W4 Y-3M4 X1($3); 238 ff; pp [2] 1-474 
Copies: MBNR10733 
References: RIBEIRO(1792), p. 244, KA YSERLING(1890), p. 30, PEETERS(1933) 294 
17 BIBLE,O.T.,PENTATEUCH,SP 
Cinco libros de la Ley Divina. Corro by David de Elisa Pereyra. Amsterdam, f. David de 
Elisa Pereyra, 5493[1733].8°: n4 A-3N4 302($4); 242 ff; pp [8][1]-476 
Copies: MBNRlO724, MBNR13229, MBNU8999 
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References: RIBEIRO(1792), p. 245, KA YSERLING(1890), p. 30, PEETERS(1933) n. 295 (error: 
5493=1735) 
18 BIBLE,O.T.,HAPHTAROTH,SP 
Aftharoth de todo el año como el uso de el Kaal Kados de Sefarad y los demas y sraelitas 
por sus numeros sifradas. [Amsterdam],pr. Imanuel Benveniste, [1643]. 8°: A-lB K4 ($5); 
76 ff; 11[1 ]-82[ =76] 
Part of: Bible, O.T., Pentateuch, Sp, 1643 (s. 9) 
Copies: LAJ2-1-44, MBNR12859 
References: NEVES(1913) 58 
19 BIBLE,O.T.,HAPHTAROTH,SP 
Libro de las aphtaroth de todo el año, sabatot, ros hodes fiestas solemnidades, y ayunos 
que celebra el pueblo de Ysrael, segun el uso del K.K. de Hespaña. Amsterdam, [n.pr.], 
5415[1654]. 12°: A-El2 F($7); 66 ff; pp [1-2]-127[5] 
Part of: Bible, O.T., Pentateuch, Sp, 1655 (s. 10) 
Copies: LBNRes3P, MBNR5549, MBNR10182 
References: WOLF(1715) III, 1463, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 481, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 336 (as part 
of Humas, 1655 by Menasseh), KAYSERLING(1890), p. 29, NEVES(1913) 59, PALAU(1923) 
162793(under Menasseh) 
20 BIBLE,O.T.,HAPHTAROTH,SP 
Libro de las Aphtaroth de todo el año, Sabatoth, Ros-hodes, Fiestas, Solemnidades y 
Ayunos, que celebra el pueblo de Ysrael, segun el uzo del Kahal Kados de España. 
Amsterdamf. pro David Tartas, 5451[1691]. 8°: A_Q4 "/} ($2); 66 ff; pp [1-2]-128[4] 
Part of: Bible, O.T., Pentateuch, Sp, 1691 (s. 11) 
Copies: MAH14-7-10-4243(lacks X2 (blanks)), MBNR12411, MBNR18615 
21 BIBLE,O.T.,PSALMS,SP 
Los Psalmos de David y otros. Amsterdam,pr. lacob Wachter, [1625]. 12°: A-012($6); 168 
ff; pp [4] 1-330 [2] 
Copies: MBNU8529 
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References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 472 (gives 8° menor), RIBEIRO(1792), p. 249, PEETERS 
(1933) 1169 
22 BIBLE,O.T.,PSALMS,SP 
Psalterio de David: en Hebrayco dicho Thehylim. Tr. from the Hebrew into Spanish. 
Amsterdam,f. Jona Abravanel,pr. Jo: Trigg, 5410[1650].12°: A_012 p4 Q8($6); 180 ff; pp 
[1 ]-343 [17] 
Copies: LBNRes7P, MBNR5949, MBNR7623(1acks Q8(blank)) 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 477, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 250, KAYSERLING(1890), p. 30, 
31(under Bible(8°) and Bueno (12°)), PEETERS(1933) 1170,1234(1170 under Psalterio, 16°; 1234: 
Salterio) 
23 BIBLE,O.T.,PSALMS,SP 
Alaban~as de Santidad, traducion de los Psalmos de David, por la misma phrasis y palabras 
del Hebrayco. Tr. and ann. by Haham Yahacob Yehuda, Leon Hebreo.Amsterdam, 
[n.pr.],5431[1671].8°: * -2* 8 A-2F8($5); 248 ff; pp [32] 1-458 [6] 
Copies: MAH14-1O-5-8984, MBN15902, MBNR6159, MBNR6598, MBNR11866, MBNRU02318 
References: WOLF(1715) III, 1048, RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 483, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 283, KA Y-
SERLING(1890), p. 30,58, NEVES(1913) 40, PEETERS(1933) 796,1167(under Leon Yaacob Yeu-
da and Psalmos) 
24 BIBLE,O.T.,PSALMS,SP 
Psalterio de David en Hebrayco dicho Thehylim. Tr. from the Hebrew into Spanish. 
Amsterdam,f, Selomoh Proops, pr., bsr., 5483[1723].12°: A_K8I4 L8(-L8) M_08l4 P8(_P8) 
Q_y8l4 Z8(-Z8)($5); 137 ff; pp [1]-265 [9] 
Copies: MBNR13113 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 30, 31 (under Bible and Bueno), PALAU(1923) 
135638+ 135640 (Erroneously double), PEETERS(1933) 1171 
25 BIBLE, O.T.,SONG OF SONGS,SP 
Paraphrasis caldayca, en los Cantares de Selomoh; con el Texto Hebrayco, y Ladino, 
tradusida en lengua Española. Amsterdam,¡' Moseh Mendes Coutinho,pr., 5461[1701]. 
12°: A-K6 L8($3); 68 ff; pp [1]-136 
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Copies: MBNR10431 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 30, 72 (under Bible and Misnajoth; gives 8°), PEETERS 
(1933) 1126(under Perakym) 
26 BIBLE, O.T.,SONG OF SONGS,SP 
Paraprasis caldayca, en los Cantares de Selomoh; con el texto Hebrayco, y Ladino, 
traduzida en lengua Española. Amsterdam, f. Yshak de Cordova, pr., 5466[1706]. 8°; 
A-X4($2); 84 ff; pp [1-3]-167 [1] 
Copies: MBNU10818 
References: SIL V AROSA(1933) 18 
27 BIBLE, O.T.,SONG OF SONGS,SP 
Paraprasis caldayca, en los Cantares de Selomoh, con el texto Hebrayco, y Ladino, 
traduzida en lengua Española. Amsterdam, f. Yshak de Cordova, pr., 5484[1724]. 8°; 
A-X4($2); 84 ff; pp [1-2]-167 [1] 
Copies: MBNR1056 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 31, 72 (under Bible and Misnajoth), PALAU(1923) under 
26619, PEETERS(1933) 1093,1130(1130: under Paraquim) 
28 BIBLE, O.T.,SONG OF SONGS,SP 
Paraphrasis caldayca, en los Cantares de Selomoh, con el Texto Hebraico, y Ladino; 
traduzido en lengua Española. Corro by R. Ishac de Eliau Acohen Belinfante. [Am-
sterdam],¡' Gerh. JohanJanson,pr. Israel Mondovy, 5526[1766].8°; A_18 K2 ($4); 74ff; pp 
[1-3]-144[ =148] 
Copies: MBNR12400 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 519 (accurate description: must have seen a copy), RIBEIRO 
(1792), p. 348, KA YSERLING(1890), p. 31, PALAU(1923) under 26619, PEETERS(1933) 1094 
29 BIBLE, N.T.,PORT 
O Novo Testamento, isto he todos os Sacro Sanctos Libros e Escritos Evangelicos e 
Apostolicos do Novo Concerto de nosso Fiel Senhor Salvador e Redemptor lesu Christo. 
Tr. by Joao Ferreira a d'Almeida. Amsterdam, pro Viuva de J. v. Someren, 1681. 4°; * 4 
A-3Z4 4A2($3); 282 ff; pp [8] 1-557[=555] [1] 
Copies: LBNBib457V 
30 BIBLE, N.T.,PORT 
O Novo Testamento. Isto he, todos os Sacrosanctos Livros e Escritos Euangelicos e 
Apostolicos do Novo Concerto de Nosso Fiel Senhor Salvador e Redemptor Jesu Christo. 
Tr. by Padre Joam Ferreira a d'Almeida. Amsterdam, pro Joam Crellius, 1712. 8°; 
* 6A-2D8 2E2($5); 224 ff; pp [12] [1-2]-425 [1] 
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Copies: LBNBib0763P(lacks A1(anr.tp.», LBNBib381P, LBNBib764P 
31 BIBLE, N.T.,SP 
El Nuevo Testamento que es, los Escriptos Evangelicos, y Apostolicos. Rev. by Cypriano 
de Valera. Amsterdam, pro Henrico Loren~i, 1625. 8°: A-3B8 ($5); 384 ff; pp 1-765 [3] 
Copies: LBNBib714P (lacks3B8(blank», LBNBib732P, LBNBib741P, LBNBib916P 
(lacks3B8(blank», MBNR248, MBNR295, MBNR4209, MBNR12851, MBNU9959, MBNU10859 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 473, GALLARDO(1863) * 4144(under Valera), PALAU 
(1923) 29078, PEETERS(1933) 1419(under Cypriano de Valera) 
32 BIBLE, N.T.,SP 
El Nuevo Testamento de Nuestro Señor Jesu Christo. Corro and rev. by Sebastian de la 
Enzina. Amsterdam,pr. JacoboBorstio, bsr., 1708. 8°: * 4 A-2H8($5); 252ff; pp [8] [1]-491 
[5] 
Copies: LBNBib729P, LBNBib730P, MBNR8211 (lacks2H7,8(blanks», MBNR10200 (lacks 
2H7,8(blanks», BNR11630 (lacks2H7,8(blanks», MBNRUOl114 (lacks 2H7,8(blanks», 
MBNRU09268 (lacks 2H7,8(blanks» 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 499, PALAU(1923) 29105, PEETERS(1933) 449 
33 CALENDARIO 
Calendario de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ayunos, que los Hebreos celebran cada año. Con la 
declaracion por que las guardan, y la razon porque ayuná [5441-5471=1680-1710]. Am-
sterdam, f David Tartas pr., [1680]. 24°: A 4 '1.6 2'1.2 ; 12 ff; 24pp 
Incorporated in: Liturgy, Sp, 1681 (s. 68) 
Copies: LBNRes127P 
References: NEVES(1913) 69 
34 CALENDARIO 
Calendario de Ros Hodes fiestas y ayunos, que los hebreos celebran cada año [5448-
5468=1687-1707]. Amsterdam, f. David Tartas, pr., [1687]. 8°: n4 2R8($4); 12 ff; 24pp 




Calendario de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ayunos que los Hebreos celebran cada año [5453-
5462=1693-1701]. Amsterdam, f. David Tartaz, pr., [1693]. 8°: 3S4 Jt3S4 ($2); 8 ff; 16pp 
Part of: Liturgy, Sp, 1692 (s. 71) 
Copies: MAH14-7-10/4243 
36 CALENDARIO 
Calendario de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ajunos, que los Hebreos celebran cada anho [5463-
5476=1702-1715]. Amsterdam, pro Ymanuel Athias, [1702]. 24°: JtlO; 10 ff; 20pp 
Copies: MBNR7230 
37 CALENDARIO Calendario espanhol de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ajunos, como los He-
breos celebran cada anho [5464-5474=1703-1713]. Amsterdam, pro Ymanuel Athias, 
[1703]. 12°: Jt8 ; 8 ff; 16pp 
Copies: MBNR13645 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 33(gives 16°), PEETERS(1933) 194(under Samuel de Cace-
res, 12°) 
38 CALENDARIO 
Calendario espanhol de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ajunos, que los Hebreos celebran cada anho 
[5464-5489=1703-1728]. Amsterdam, pro Ymanuel Athias, [1703]. 16°: Jt16; 16 ff; pp 32 
Copies: MBNR13645 
39 CALENDARIO 
Calendario de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ayunos que los Hebreos celebran cada año [5466-
5477=1705-1716]. Amsterdam,f. MosehMendezCoutinho,pr., 5466[1706].8°: 2D2-2D4; 
3 ff; 6pp 




Calendario de Ros-Hodes fiestas y ayunos, que los Hebreos celebran cada ano con la 
dec1aracion parque las guardan, y la razon porque ayunan [5493-5509=1732-1748]. [Am-
sterdam], [n.pr.], [1732]. 8°: Jt5; 5 ff; 10pp 
Part of: Liturgy, Sp, 1733 (s. 83) 
Copies: MBNR13229, MBNU8999 
41 CATECHISMO 
Catechismo qve significa forma de instrucion que se enseña en las escuelas y y glesias 
reformadas, segun la palabra de Dios .. [Leiden?],pr. lores van Henghel. 1628. 8°: A-H814 
($5); 68 ff; pp [1-2]-133 [3] 
Copies: MBNU2920 
42 COMEDIA 
Comedia famosa dos successos de Jahacob, e Essav. Delft,¡' Abraham Ramires and Ishac 
Castello,5459[1699].8°: * 2 A-E8 F(-F6)($5); 47 ff; pp [4] [1-2]-89 [1] 
Copies: LBNRes2788P, MBNR2410, MBNR11953 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 39, REMEDIOS(1911), p. 144 
43 COMEDIAS 
Comedias. Escogidas de differentes libros. De los mas celebres, e insignes poetas. Brusse-
las [Amsterdam],pr. Manuel Texera Tartaz, 1704. 4°: Jt A-D4 E2(-E2) 2A_D4 3A_D4 4A_D4 
5 A_D45E26A_C47A_I48A_D49 A_E410A_D41OE2(_10E2) l1A_D4E2($3); 228 ff; ff [1] 1-17,1-16, 
1-16,1-16,1-18,1-12,1-36[1], 1-19, 1-19, 1-20, 1-17, 1-18 
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Copies: MBNT23401 (lacks tp.; data from copy in London, British Library) 
References: PALAU(1923) 57991, PALAU(1923) 58065, PEETERS(1933) n. 363, PEETERS(1965) 
Note: One of the collections of comedias printed in Amsterdam by Sephardic Jews and with a false 
address. This edition is dedicated to Manuel de Belmonte, which indicates the Amsterdam Sephardi 
provenance of the edition. The date coincides with the literary life of the Academias in Amsterdam. 
The adress could have been chosen to avoid censorship by the leaders of the Amsterdam Portugese 
Jewish community, but more probably was used in order to sell the edition also among an Iberian 
public outside of the Netherlands. I have not identified the printer: Semuel Teixeira Tartaz printed 
sorne works in Amsterdam, but appears to have been in 1701 in Leghorn (KA YSERLING (1890), p. 
102). We have found, however, a Manuel Texera Tartaz, Spanish teacher, editor of Ulrick Raetken's 
Gramatica o instrucion, Amsterdam, 1718(copy in Ets HaimlMontezinos Library, signo 32F30). S. 
BOER (1987). 
44 COMEDIAS NUEVAS 
Comedias nuevas de los mas celebres authores, y realzados ingenios de España. Am-
stardan, f. David Garcia Henriquez, 1726. 4°: n2 A-E4 p2(-F2) 2A_E4 2F4(_2F3) 3A_D4 
3E2(_3E2) 4A_C4 4D2 5A_E4 6A_F4 7A_F4 8A-E4 9A_E4 9p2 lOA_E4 llA_E4 llp2(_llF2) 12A_E4 
12p4(_12F4); 251 ff; pp [4] 1-88, 91-123 [1] 129-458, 461-506[ =498] 
Copies: MBNR10914, MBNR12593, MBNT10805 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 39, PALAU(1923) 57993(gives 1724), PALAU(1923) 58066, 
PEETERS(1933) 364(gives 1724) 
45 ELOGIOS 
Elogios, que zelosos dedicaron a la, felice memoria de Abraham Nunez Bernal, que fue 
quemado vivo santificando el Nombre de su Criador en Cordova a 3 de Mayo 5415. 
[Amsterdam], [n.pr.], [1655?], 4°: * 4 A_p4 Q2 R-y4($3); 90 ff; pp [4] 1-172[ =176] 
Copies: MBNR31873(lacks (* )3,4) 
References: WOLF(1715) 1,123, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 255, KAYSERLING(1890), p. 43, PALAU 
(1923) 79197, PEETERS(1933)n.119(under Jacob Bernal) 
46 EPITOME 
Epitome de la vida, y mverte de San Ignacio de Loyola, Patriarca, y Fvndador de la 
Compañia de lesvs. Ruremvnda, pro Gaspar du Pree, 1662. 4°: n3 A-H4 12($2); 37 ff; pp [6] 
1-66 [2] 
Copies: MBNR4854 
References: PALAU(1923) 80272 
47 GAZETA 
Gazeta española de Amsterdam. [Amsterdam], [n.pr.], [10-10-1667]. 2°: n2 ; 2 ff; 4pp 
Copies: MAHJESUITAST26FF166-67 
References: SIMON(1950) 3654 
Note: Until now the first number of the Gazeta de Amsterdam was dated 12th September 1672: the 
copy present in London, Public Record Office. However, this number, now the first known number of 
the Gazeta was already mentioned in the Bibliografía de la Literatura Hispánica by José Simón Díaz 
(s. aboye). The title differs slightÍy from the one, adopted in the later editions of this newspaper, the 
printer is not known and the typography rather primitive; we cannot identify it with Sephardic printers 
in Amsterdam. This all asks for a reconsideration ofthe Gazeta as beeing a 'Jewish' newspaper (cf. Dr. 
L. Fuks 'Joodse Pers in de Nederlanden 1674-1970', in Joodse Pers in de Nederlanden en in Duitsland. 
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[ ... ] Tentoonstelling georganiseerd door Anne Frank Stichting 9-15 juli 1969 (Amsterdam, 1969) pp. 
7-14). Only a thorough comparison with the newspapers printed in other languages in Amsterdam, 
can establish as to what degree the paper was made by or ment for Jews or New Christians. 
48 GAZETA 
Gazeta de Amsterdan. [Amsterdam], pro David Tartas, [5-9-1672]. 2°: A2 ($1); 2 ff; 4pp 
Copies: MAHJESUITAS173N053 
References: PALAU(1923) 96343, SIMON(1950) 3655 
49 GAZETA 




Gazeta de Amsterdam. [Amsterdam], pro David Tartas, [1686]. 8°: e2 ($1); 2 ff; 4pp 
Copies: MBNVECa 62-154 
51 GAZETA 
Gazeta de Amsterdam. [Amsterdam],pr. David Tartaz, [1689]. 8°: 0 4 ,p4 ,S4 ,V4 ,2B4 ($1); 
4,4,4,4,4 ff; pp [105]-112, [113]-120, [137]-144, [153]-160, [192]-199 
Copies: MBNVECa 62-155/9 
52 GAZETA 
Gazeta de Amsterdam. [Amsterdam], pro David Tartaz, [1690]. 8°: p4 ,G4 ,N4, p4 ,R4 ($1); 
4,4,4,4,4 ff; pp [41]-48, [49]-56, [97]-104, [113]-120, [129]-136 
Copies: MBNVECa 62-160/4 
References: PALAU(1923) 96345, SIMON(1950) 3657 
53 LAZARILLO 
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes, y de sus fortunas y aduersidades. [Leiden], pro Oficina 
Plantiniana, 1595. 8°: A-F8($5); 48 ff; pp [1-2]-95 [1] 
Copies: MBNR1841 
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References: PALAU(1923) 133399(Antwerp), PEETERS(1933) 725(Antwerp), SIMON, n. 5960, 
SIMON(1950) 5960, PEETERS(1965) 690 
54 LAZARILLO 
La vida de Lazarillo de Tormes. [Leiden],pr. Oficina Plantiniana, 1602.12°: A-G8 H4($5); 
60 ff; pp [1-2]-120 
Copies: MBNR14338 
References: PALAU(1923) under 133402(Antwerp), PEETERS(1933) 726(Antwerp), SIMON 
(1950) 5968, PEETERS(1965) 691 
55 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de oraciones de mes arreo.s. sin boltar de vna a otra parte. Y la orden de Hanvcah, 
Purim, y Pascuas de Pesah, Sebuoth, y Suchot; con mucha diligentia emendada. (col:Ma-
guntia, 13. de Adar de 5344 [=Dordrecht, Peter Verhagen, 26 February 1584]). 8°: A-Z8 
a-fBg4 * 4 ; 240 ff; ff 1-236[4] 
Copies: MBNRl1178 
Notes: Until now, the first known book printed in the Northern Low Countries for Sephardic Jews was 
the 'Machzor Maguntia' , dated on its tp: 3 March 1584( col: 27 ApriI1584), identified by S. Seeligmann 
as printed in Dordrecht (s. SEELIGMANN (1933), p. 35); as the impressum of the titlepage of the 
edition 1 found in Madrid has been cut off, we only have got the date mentioned in the colophon, which 
makes this prayerbook for the Sephardic Jews nevertheless the first known one printed in Holland. 
A.K. Offenberg commented the book in a recent artic1e (OFFENBERG (1988)); and showed sorne 
photocopies to P. Valkema Blouw, who confirmed, on typographical evidence, that it was printed at 
Dordrecht, by Peter Verhagen. 
56 LITURGY, SP 
(lacks tp.: )Orden de la Hagada de Pesah. [Amsterdam?, n.pr. n.d. [17th century]]. 12°: 
A-D6($3); 24 ff; pp [1]-48 
Copies: LBNRes16(2)P 
Note: 1 have inc1uded this booklet, which lacks a titlepage and which 1 have not been able to date in 
this bibliography, because 1 assume it was printed in Amsterdam. Apart from the Orden de Pesah, 
printed in Amsterdam in 1622 by David Abenatar Melo (in 8° and consisting of 15leaves) 1 know of no 
other Dutch edition of the Hagadah. This copy is bound with David Pardo: Compendio de los dinim, 
Amsterdam, 1689.1 hope more complete copies will be found. 
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57 LITURGY, SP 
Primera parte del Sedvr contiene las ora~iones de cada dia, de cada Sabath, y de cada mes. 
y de los ajunos del Solo y congrega~ion. y de las fiestas de Hanucha j Purim, j de los diez 
dias de contri~ion. Con muchas cosas acre~entadas, que en todo el año se suelen dezir. 
Amsterdam, f. Yshac Franco, 5372[1612]. 8°: A-2Q8 ($4); 312 ff; pp [1-3]-604[=624] 
Copies: MBN5-01235 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 643(has seen a copy) 
Note: This must be the copy seen and decribed by Rodríguez de Castro; as other other copies 
mentioned by him are also to be found in the Biblioteca Nacional of Madrid, part1y recognizable by 
their shelfmarks. I.S. Révah mentioned the reference by Rodríguez de Castro and stated that no copy 
of it had been found in the XIXth and XXth centuries. He then revealed so me fragments of it 
(REVAH (1968)). A.K. Offenberg, some years later, finally found a copy of the intriguing Primera 
parte del Sedur in the Herzog August Bibliothek in Wolfenbüttel. Comparing it with the fragments 
found by Révah, he conc1udes that there must have been an earlier edition of the Primera parte. As the 
collation of the Madrid copy is quite different, it could be that earlier edition. However, as in the copy 
described by Offenberg, in the introduction we read that the book is printed once more. 
58 LITURGY, SP 
'1Tnt.:l Orden de Ros Hasanah y Kipur. Traduzido en Español, y de nuevo emmédado, y 
añadido el Keter Ma1chut, y otras cosas. [Amsterdam], f. David Pardo and Salom ben 
Yosseph, [pro Menasseh ben Israel], 5390[1630]. 8°: A-2F8 2G2($4); 234 ff; 11[1-2]-234 
Copies: MBNR6988 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 61, PEETERS(1933) 1036 
59 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones del mes, con lo mas necessario y obligatorio de las tres fiestas del 
año. Como tambien lo que toca a los ayunos, Hanucah, y Purim. Ed. by Menasseh ben 
Israel. Amsterdam, f. Menasseh ben Israel, 5397[1636]. 32°: A-D8 E-2X8l4 2Y2 * 82* 4; 
274+24 ff; pp [1-4]-547[1]+[1]-24 
Copies: MBNR27290 
References: KAYSERLING (1890), p. 60, PALAU (1923) 162802, 202334 (under Menasseh 
(162802)), PEETERS(1933) 1017, SIMON(1950) 4785(under Menasseh) 
60 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de los cinco Tahaniot. (lacks tp: [Amsterdam, f. Doctor Efraim Bueno and y onah 




References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 7, 31, 64(under Abravanel, Bueno and Liturgy), PALAU 
(1923) under 202254, PEETERS(1933) 1004 
Note: 1 have supplied the lacking data from a copy of this rare edition of the Tahaniot, which A.K. 
Offenberg showed me just a few weeks before publication of this artic1e, and which is now in the 
possession of the Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana. 
61 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de lo que se melda en noches de sebuot y osaana raba, de la Ley Prophetas 
Escrituras, Misna Guemar Aguada, y Cabala conforme el vzo em toto Israel. Amsterdam, 
f. Hebra Abi Ietumim, [pro Imanuel Benveniste], [> 1648], 8°: A-V8 ($6); 160 ff; pp [320] 
Copies: LBNRes12P(lacks V7,8blanks) 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 63, PALAU(1923) 202384, PEETERS(1933)n.1013, PEE-
TERS(1933) 1013 
Note: The charitable society for the care of orphans was founded in 1648 (FRANCO MENDES 
(1975», which coincides with the activities of Imanuel Benveniste, whose mark appears on the tp. 
62 LITURGY, SP 
"Tn~ de las oraciones del año. Parteprimera contiene las Thephilot cotidianas, de Sabat, 
Ros hodes, Hanuca, Purim, y del Ayuno del Solo. Ed. by Hacham Menasseh ben Israel. 
Amsterdam,pr. Semuel ben Israel Soeyro, 5410[1650].12°: (00.)6 A_E12 F14 G12(-G11,12) 
"1..4 H12(H2+2X; H6+ 3x1.2) 112(I4+4X) K8(-K8)($6); 129 ff; 11[6]1-[123] 
Copies: MBNR17435 
References: RIBEIRO(1792), p. 344 (410=1660! under two different titles; copy in Royal Library 
París), KAYSERLING(1890), p. 60 (gives 8°), PALAU(1923) 162814, PEETERS(1933) 878,883 
(mentions 8°(878) and 12°(under Menasseh», SIMON(1950) 4789(Under Menasseh) 
63 LITURGY, SP 
n1::3':1 'O Orden de las Bendiciones. Conforme el vso del K.K. de España. Añadido y 
dispuesto en mejor forma que las precedentes imprenciones. Amsterdam, pro Semuel ben 
Israel Soeyro, 5410[1650]. 12°: A-C12 ($6); 36 ff; 11[1]-36 
Copies: MBNR17435 
References: RIBEIRO(1792), p. 344(inexact description: Ordem das ben~áos segundo o rito espan-
hol), KA YSERLING(1890), p.I)O, 62(gives 8°), PALAU(1923) 162814(Under Menasseh), PALAU 
(1923) under 202245, PEETERS(1933) 997(with Calendario), SIMON(1950) 4791 
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64 LITURGY, SP 
"Tnt.l de las oraciones del año. Parte tercera contiene todas las Thephilot de las Pascuas, 
con un amostrador cirular del Homer, una excelente Paraphrases en los rakim, y todos los 
613. Preceptos por admirable disposicion. Ed. and Rev. by Menasseh ben Israel. Am-
sterdam, pro Semuel ben Israel Soeyro, 5410[1650]. 12°: A-T12 V4($6); 232 ff; 11[1-2]-232 
Copies: MBNR17436 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 61 (with Orden de Ros Asanah), PALAU(1923) under 
162814, PEETERS(1933) 883,1014(883: under Menasseh (2 vols.)) 
65 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de Ros Asanah y Kipur. Traduzido en Español, y de nuevo emmendado, y añadido 
el Keter Malchut, y otras cosas. Amsterdam, f. D. Efraim Bveno and J ona Abravanel, pro 
Joris Trigg, 5412[1652]. 8°; A-2G8($5); 240 ff; pp [1-2]-478[2] 
Copies: LBNRes7V(tp corrected KUYPER by KYPUR with a leaflet) 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 7, 31, 61 (under Abravanel, Bueno and Liturgy), PALAU 
(1923) under 202415(gives date 5412(1662)), PEETERS(1933) 1037 
66 LITURGY, SP Orden de los cinco Tahaniot. Del año, sin boltar de una a otra parte, los 
quales son. El Tahanit de Tebet, el de Ester, el de dezisiete de Thamuz, el de Ab, y el de 
Guedaliah. Amsterdam, f Doctor Efraim Bueno and Yahacob Castello, pro Joris Trigg, 
5420[1660]. 8°: A-2D8($5); 216 ff; pp [1-2]-432 
Copies: LBNRes15P 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 64, PALAU(1923) under 202255, PEETERS(1933) 1006 
67 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de Ros Asanah y Kypur. Traduzido en Español, y de nuevo emmendado, y añadido 
el Keter Malhut y otras cosas. Amsterdam, f David Fereira and Mosseh Moreno Henri-
ques,pr. David de Crasto Tartaz, (col: por mano de Iahacob Guadalupe), 5423[1663].8°: 
A-2G8($5); 240 ff; pp [1-3]-479 [1] 
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Copies: LBNRes8V, MBN5-01235 
References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 643, KAYSERLING(1890), p. 62, PALAU(1923) 202416, 
PEETERS(1933) 1038 
68 LITUROY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones cotidianas Por estilo esguido y corriente, con las de Hanucah Purim 
y Ayuno del solo. Como tambien de las tres Pascuas, de Pesah, Sebutoh, y Sucoth. 
Amsterdam, f. David Tartas, pr., 5441[1681]. 24°: A-208($5); 296 ff; pp [1-3]-
593[ =591][1] 
Incorporates: Calendario, Sp, 1680 (s. 33) 
Copies: LBNRes127P 
References: NEVES(1913) 69, PALAU(1923) 202345(Gives in-16), PEETERS(1933) 1024(gives 
16°), CASSUTO(1972), p. 220 
69 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de Ros-Asanah y Kipur. Por estilo seguido, y corriente, conforme se uza en este 
Kahal Kados. Amsterdam, f. David Tartas, pro , 5444[1684]. 8°: A-F8 0 6 H-2K8 2L 4 ($4); 
266 ff; pp [1-3]-530[ =532] 
Copies: MBNR13224 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 62, PALAU(1923) 202417, PEETERS(1933) 1039 
70 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones cotidianas por estilo seguido y corriente, con las de Hanucah, 
Purim, y Ayuno del Solo. y las tres Pascuas, Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth. A que se añaden 
las Parassioth, y Aphtaroth, que en todas estas Fiestas se leen. Amsterdam, f. David de 
Crasto Tartas, pr., 5450[1690].8°: A-2p8 2Q4($4); 308 ff; pp [1-2]-615[1] 
Incorporates: Calendario, Sp, 1687 (s. 34) 
Copies: MBNU4213 
References: [not recorded] 
71 LITUROY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones cotidianas. Por estilo seguido y corriente, con las de Hanucah, 
Purim, y Ayuno del Solo. y las tres Pascuas, Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth. A que se añaden 
las Parasioth, y Aphtaroth, que en todas estas Fiestas se leen. Corro by David Tartas. 
Amsterdam, f. David Tartas, pr., 5452[1692]. 8°: A-3S4 ltS4($2); 260 ff; pp [1]-504 [16] 
Incorporates: Calendario, Sp, 1693 (s. 35) 
Copies: MAH14-7-10-4243 
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References: PALAU(1923) 202348, SILVAROSA(1933) 47, PEETERS(1933) 1025 
72 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de Ros-Asanah y Kipur Por estilo seguido, y corriente, conforme se uza en este 
Kahal Kados. Corro by David Tartas. Amsterdam, f. David Tartas, pr., 5455[1695]. 8°: 
A_P8 Q-R4 S-2G8($4); 232 ff; pp [1 ]-464[ =462] 
Copies: LBNRes9P, MBNR12832 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 62, PALAU(1923) 202418, PEETERS(1933) 1041 
73 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones cotidianas Por estilo siguido y corriente, con las de Hanucah, 
Purim, y Ayuno del solo. Como tambien las tres Pascuas de Pesah, Sebuoth y Sucoth, y con 
lasParasioth, y Aftarót. yHazarothdeSebuoth. Amsterdam,f. YshakdeCordova,pr. W. 
Groenevelt, [1704]. 8°: Jt4 A-K4 L*4 L-2K4 2L4(-2L4) 2M-3E4 7t3E4 3F-3L4 ; 239 ff; pp 
[1-2]-475[3] 
Copies: LBNRes4P 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 60, PALAU(1923) 202351, PEETERS(1933) 1027(gives 16°) 
74 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones quotidianas Por estilo siguido, y corriente, con las de Hanucah, 
Purim, y Aiuno del Solo. y las Pascuas de Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth, Parasioth y 
Haphtaroth, y las Hazazeroth de Sebuoth. Amsterdam, f. Moseh Mendez Coutinho, pr., 
5466[1706].8°: Jt41* * * -44* * * 4 A-2c4 2D4 ($2); 288 ff; pp [8] [1]-347[=349] [3] 401-
611[ =608] [8] [=576pp] 
Incorporates: Liturgy, Sp, 1706(s. 525) Calendario, Sp, 1706 (s. 39) 
Copies: LBNRes126P(2D2 instead of2D4 ), MAH14-2-3-474(1acks * * * 44(3)(blank» 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 60(gives 12°), PALAU(1923) 202353(gives 16°), SILVARO-
SA(1933) 48(corrects Kayserling), PEETERS(1933) 1028 
75 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de Ros-Asanah y Kipur Por estilo seguido, y corriente, conforme se uza en este 
Kahal Kados. Amsterdam,f Yshak de Cordoua,pr., 5466[1706]. 8°: Jt A-K4 L 4(-L4) M-3I4 
3K4(-3K4 blank); 223 ff; pp [2] 1-456[=444] 
Copies: LBNRes10P 
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References: PALAU(1923) 202352, SIL V AROSA(1933) 60 
76 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las tres Pascuas Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth, con sus Parasioth, y aphtaroth; la 
Hagada, Azazerot de Sebuoth, y Selihot de Hossana Raba. Corro by Moseh Mendez 
Coitiño. Amsterdam,f. Moseh Mendez Coitiño, 5466[1706]. 8°: (lleaf, signed: 44* * * 3), 
A-20 2D2($2); 107 ff; pp [2]401-611[=608][4] 
Part of: Liturgy, Sp, 1706 (s. 74) 
Copies: LBNRes126P 
77 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones de Ros-Asanah y Kipur Por estilo seguido, y corriente, conforme se 
uza en este Kahal Kados. Amsterdam, f. Selomoh Proops, bsr. Selomoh Proops, 
5477[1717].8°: n A-B8 C8(-C8) D8(-D8) E-2C8 2D8(-2D8) 2E8(-2E8); 221 ff; pp [2] [1]-440 
Copies: LBNResllP(D3+D4 missing) 
References: PALAU(1923) 202354, SIL V AROSA(1933) 62 
78 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones cotidianas Por estilo seguido y corriente, con las de Hanucha y 
Purim, y A yuno del Solo. Como tambien las tres Pascuas de Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth, y 
con las Parasioth, y Haphtaroth, y las Hazarót. Amsterdam, f. Yshak de Cordova, pr., 
5483[1723].8°: * 2 A4 B-2G8 2H-214 2K2($5); pp [1-8]-492[8] 
Copies: MBNR10733 
References: SILV AROSA(1933) 51 
79 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de los cinco Ayunos [ ... ] Por estilo seguido y corriente, conforme se uza en este 
Kahal Kados de T.T. Amsterdam, f. Yshak Hu de Cordoua, pr., 5484[1724].8°: n A-D4 
E4(-E1) F-2X4 2y2($2); 178 ff; pp [2] 1-356[=354] 
Copies: MBNR1080, MBNR10700 
References: PALAU(1923) 202251, SILVAROSA(1933) 67, PEETERS(1933) 1002 
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80 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de Ros-Asanah y Kipur Por estilo corriente y seguido sin bolver de una aotra Parte, 
como se uza en este Kahal Kados. Amsterdam, f. Aharon de Hisquia Querido, bsr. 
Aharon Hiskia Querido, 5486[1726]. 8°: 3t A-2F8 2G4($5); 237 ff; pp [2]1-470[2] 
Copies: LBNRes9V, LBNRes1373P 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 62, PALAU(1923) 202419, PEETERS(1933) 1042 
81 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de los Cinco Ayunos Por estilo seguido, y corriente, conforme se uza en este Kahal 
Kados. Amsterdam, f. Aharon Hisquia Querido, bsr. Aharon Hisquia Querido, 
5487[1727].8°: 3t A-X8 y2 (-Y2blank)($5); 170 ff; pp [2][1]-338 
Copies: LBNR3089P, LBNRes13P 
References: KA YSERLING(1890) , p. 64, PEETERS(1933) 1003 
82 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las tres Pascuas Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth, con sus Parasioth, y aphtaroth; la 
Hagada y Selihot de Hossana Raba. Amsterdam, pro Aharon Hisquia Querido, bsr., 
5487[1727].8°: A-y8(-Y8blank)($5); 175 ff; pp [1-2]-348 [2] 
Copies: LBNRes12V 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 61, PEETERS(1933) 1045 
83 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones cotidianas Por estilo seguido y corriente, con las de Hanucah, 
Purim, y Ayuno del Solo. Como tambien las tres Pascuas de Pesah, Sebuoth, y Sucoth, y 
con las Parasioth, y Aftarót. Corro by David de Elisa Pereyra. Amsterdam, f. David de 
Elisa Pereyra, 5493[1733].8°: * 8 A-2K8 2L6(-2L6 blank)($5); 277 ff; pp [8] [1-8]-543 [3] 
Incorporates: Calendario, Sp, 1732 (s. 40) 
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Copies: MBNR13229, MBNU8999 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 61(gives 1732), PALAU(1923) 202358(gives 1732), PEE-
TERS(1933) 1031(gives 1732) 
84 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de leccion de Tora Nebiim y Quetubim, que por devocion deuen leer todos los 
temientes del Señor en las noches de Sebuot y Hosaana Raba. [Amsterdam],f. Mordehay 
de Is: Levy Montesinos, bsr., 5494[1734], 8°: A-G8 ($5); 56 ff; 112pp 
Copies: LBNRes14P 
References: KA YSERLING(1890), p. 63, PALAU(1923) 202312(Gives date 5494(1736)), PEE-
TERS(1933) 1007 
85 LITURGY, SP 
Orden de las oraciones quotidianas. Haya, f. Jahacob Castello, pro C: Hoffeling, 
5494[1734],24°: 3t A-S8T8(T2+* T1,2,3) V-2K8 2L6($5); 274 ff; pp [2] [1-3]-292 [6] 293-533 
[7] 
Copies: LBNRes8P 
References: PALAU(1923) 202359(Gives in-8) , SILVAROSA(1933) 55 
86 ROMANCES Romances varios de differentes authores. Amsterdam,f. Curioso, bsr. 
Ishaq Coen Faro, 1688.12°: 3t 3t A12A_D12($7); 61 ff; pp [26] 1-96 
Copies: MBNR3237(incomplete:lacks A11, Cl0), MPRIB148 
References: KAYSERLING(1890), p. 94, PALAU(1923) 277071, PEETERS(1933) 1214 
87 RULES 
Novo reglamento para a Irmandade de T.T. & Es-Haim. Amsterdam, pro Ishac Jeuda 
Leao Templo, 5488[1728]. 4°: A-02($1); 28 ff; pp [1-2]-55 [1] 
Copies: LBNRes28V 
References: SIL V AROSA(1933) 143 
88 SERMOES 
Sermoés que pregaraó os doctos ingenios do K.K. de Talmud Torah, desta cidade de 
Amsterdam, no alegre estreamento, & publica celebridade da Fabrica que se consagrou a 
Deos, para Caza de Ora<;aó. Amsterdam,f. David de Castro Tartaz,pr., 5435[1675]. 4°: 3t4 
"1; A-r VZ($2); 86 ff; pp [16] [1]-155 [1] 
Copies: LBNRes24V(n4:engravings of synagogue by Romein de Hooghe)), MBNR8102(n4: en-
gravings) 
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References: RODRIGUEZ(1781), p. 643, RIBEIRO(1792), p. 321, KA YSERLING(1890), p. 100, 
REMEDIOS(1911), p. 127, NEVES(1913) 88 
89 TRATADO 
Trattado das tregoas e suspensaó de todo o acto de hostilidade ebem as si de navega<;aó, 
comercio ejuntamente socorro, feito, come<;ado eaccabado em Haya de Hollande a xij. de 
iunho 1641. Tr. from Latín ínto Port. A Haya, pro Viuva e Erdeiros de Ilebrandt Iacobson 
van Wouw, 1642. 4°: A-B4($3); 8 ff; 16pp 
Copies: LBNRes665(1O)P 
References: PALAU(1923) 339209 
90 TRATADO 
Tratado de pax entre o muito alto, e muito poderoso Principe D. Joao, o V. pella gra<;a de 
Deus, Rey de Portugal, e o muito alto, e muito poderoso principe D. Felipe V. Pella gra<;a 
de Deus Rey Catholico de Hespanha. Feito em Utrecht, a 6. de feverei. Utrecht, [n.pr.], 





LOS SACROS LIBROS 
DEL VIEIO y NVEVO. 
T E S T A M E N T O. 
segNnd" Edícitl1f. 
RevHb y conferida con los textos Hebreos y Griego' 
y con diycrfas tranfiacloncs. 
por e y P R. t A N ° de V A L ERA. 
1.4 ¡¡¡fAbY4 de Dills pmlwuct! p"Y4 fiem!re. Efayas 40. !l.. 
En Amftcrdam, En Cafa de I,orem¡olacobi. 
M. De. 11. 
The famous Spanish Bible for the Protestants, edited by Cypriano de Valera. It is based on the translation into 
Spanish by Cassiodoro Reyna, printed in 1569. Cypriano de Valera was known as the 'Spanish heretic'. 
(Copy Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional; original size 30 x 20 cms.) 
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I 
" llc¡'raJ'Co dichfJ 
1 
Tranfladado con toda lide ... 
lidad verbo de verbo del 
cbrayco: la repartido como fe elCllC leer 
~ En cada tlia del mes fegu" 
~ vfode los ¿ntiguos. 
M E AM 
n ara, y acofta de 
M H P OPS, 
Mercader dc ¡¡"ros, 
Hebraicosy Ejptlñol6sfI 
Año f48;. 
Rare copy of the Psalms edition by Selomoh Proops in 1723. It is a reedition of the translation into Spanish by 
Jona Abravanel, published in Amsterdam in 1650. Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, more than 34 Spanish 
editions of the Bible, Pentateuch, Haphtaroth, Psalms and Targum were printed by the Dutch Sephardim. 
(Copy Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional; original size 11,5 x 6 cms.) 
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CAZ!! ES:P;AÑOL .A 
E)l)A~A I Dt L¡ú,&sdic1.JdeOt1llbred, 1667_ 
.M:tJrid 6.deSetiebre.Lo~ IYÚnifhos, 'el" para qpaJfafi'c,d djdlop.iCs0 con 
de la Corte dUn en co!1ttn.tta.cofeten'. ,tal impi~o d' fUrll) que 'deféompn[o 
. cía para fonulr v 11 podero[o exS!cito ' la carroza del de E[pJ.Í1alech~lnd\Jlc el 
en Flan ¿ci,a \ gunus pwputil.::con feria 'coch~ro el~ r¡cn:a)~ó qÚé te Yl'dl'o v l1a 
necdf.Jrio embiau.111illonesa·V.kna fnt,rte pédcncí.hPcroem¡elld;:[~nop;1 
de Jluftriaparaqllcde;lHi con't~op4i ,ra~cne~ro.ElC.udclUlO;fhr cr.~ba 
fe 1 feutn a Flandes; pero,haJIpfecól.lc ~,ja~u~b'o en acotnodJJ: las #i fcn::n~¡as • 
nicmc fcdperc hafi:a q dEmpetauor'. d¿'fórtugal yEfpaña.El D'tq'lé 
fe decLm: con Francia"LaCofCy nofe versfe pamo'df,: .lqUl p~traFrancia .. El 
, xe[QL1Í@ aun fobre la.,part~da dal Sr.D.l .AbadRofp!íglioa:f.~ cfp era aquí (kbrc ) 
IU2ndeAufi:Í'Íaa Fládcs~"\qtii feldiz~J:1 qc,dichoeítáyaf.t,llo;dc, vnis .1 
<}ueel Sr.Conde de Peñaráq.a,y el .Em,: nas'que 1: diI!ron en SuCl., 
. baxadorde lngalatérra.'particln p~Ia!, Dugue-dc' Saboya le hIzo curar cph} 
J.'\lbuqucrquc a (farar vLtim:lm¿n~ca~ .. r .tl!~chadilig'encia.y,cuydüdo. ,',' . 
gun acuerdo con Porcug¡al,quefcguÍl' '" Vénecia 24,;d'icho: De Can~ia re': 
1 e prefum e ,1 y grat:, ;ipa.úen'cl~ ló:c~ri.;.l. nhrios aúí fo~cb'ttlO Al vn fuerte e ób~ .. 
{io- a.A.qui~y l/na alegría incIGible pbi!·t~áuia perdido los Turcos tai1(~t 
l~llegadadelaflota de:Nl~etJaBfpáa~;¡; 'q;~ inl~gina" q.finíméuofocorro,.no 
1 TAL 1 A., ; ¡.¡ ,,1 bO.luera a cOlneter otra vez a.los nucf 
! ':Roma'1r8~dj~~l~pao~idié~~ueft.r.rpart:~'qu¿do-c5;oié l1lU" 
~efpcnfacip gtl(isalQuque·d~'Parm~J~ha'géte y noble,za,y .' mu- . 
. paraíé tlfárCOH fu pri~a,la Frincefa:> chosG}Sr.Teni!e~(¡!! Baron y General" 
D. Ludovica de Saboyá,y d'¿fi)UCS dio' d~la'C áuallería,d Sl'. G;lU~llh ;Capi ca . 
3udiecia alaSt':l,.Mán:i.noúrnád~e:aCi l~Artm~r.íá!y df.tmofo;y ingenioCo 
la Duquefa deM odena, ya Qtras.d:ir:r1~ J . ~~f.p~lClna;q~e r~tos ~flOsfiruio 
pl·tCentádolas.n;icdaH~s de ~)r(iyplata~;; S.e,ñdr~~,con ílluc~as' m,l.teI1:ra.s 
fupndlo que el P . Efpm<:?la'fu Cófef..:: h~ad;a.el, ya los domas . , en 
ror¡l~ adujrtÍo q meJorflie~~fempleáf~ Círndia,hbm:andolcslegun et di=mpo 
eltiepoq :gaftauael;¡ aqu~Uas'~uqiel')'¡ t<?'permid<\~p-o)quam9Ios TurC',l5 ca 
das,an' atcúdcral gouiérriocóJUs@w dn"úmandm'fuílrnlleríacoüa 13. Cit!. 
'ni fl:ros;p,l'~ como ~icho Confegoi~ dad;derdb,~ndomuclms cafis) y partí,:, 
T('atillo:i~fq~ercu¿hi.~J1o~@;¡~\·~6~~rrl)eJin;rasIgknas:1oS'Turcos(o~ 
otra cofa q rotu prol?ie,e~Faparíoa~;'¡ #i~rótres pueft9s de las obras c:<t:crÍo-
;mÍt,jq}u cófcjo,yrcfppdiple: c~:l~. ora '4f::S,Y lúcgo los nuefhos. con cl1g;lño~ 
cÍon,Pr.fJ1Íóbis.En9.delcpuiére'vt1<;> pidieron'pJ.z,con: pendones bbncos,Y' 
X Il cncuétro de.1as c~rroz~sd.~los ElJ1 defpues ddenemigo fe ace ~car les aeo 
baxaclorcsde ~'Yaña,y,~~ci;í)!yal,li~ medihon valerofamemc haziéndo 
do el de Be rf fl.,J. h,chó l~ga~'a!-dc'!~ lwu ltilt Icceurumts¡cn 
The first known copy of a Spanish newspaper printed in Amsterdam. The title differs from the later editions, 
printed - as far as we know - from 1672 onwards by David de Castro Tartaz. 
(Copy Madrid, Academia de la Historia; original size 31,5 x 21 cms.) 
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E R 
De Lunes ~!de SeLHi~f~P.~~. 1672. 
1 TAL ' l¿t;g!:J'¿~flicrcf)ci.t ) a{siákndo umbi~ñ 
en ~I!a,~l $cllOr Principc de Condc)qu~ 
al.pn~l.entl! (,:.fi~ mejor aJo de fus lH.:ridas; 
pm:¿PJlue:efla Cort~ ellil muy ,onfu~'t 
, E"N 6,,~~'ddcorrient!!:t9ruJt~Ó ió~ H)nli#.'~aJj;a,dc l.ls tropJ.s Jmpcrialc~,;y 
Savo}/íLrqOs eLG.4tlW9"YITc:hia ,q(~if¡:'orde¡u) al SeilQrMaríkal dé 'fu;-
dd¡Jues clt! ba.vcr tomado las P li'. tena tu.vl~{fc pa rlic!-liar: cuenta. iobr~ l!tg 
. }=U p'i!!ve,y Sut:,lr~lp, y conude. accioncs?l:1éaichas tro~ás , )' te dize lb 
ranJo CitA Republicí1 qe..qu~ll,\a impor- émbiara grao" {o.c;orro '\19bifpo de 
t.anci~ (\.Ieee. dich9 ca!\iU~>.JHnt9,.~n] úa Mun&r p., BUQde.aburgo. ,le acpmetic~ 
¿ontorno,go(ade9009..l¡Q.rpbrleh;i:ell~ r~'.2 !.);,.~. ., "d 
tr~ elIou loo.del D.l!t;~do 4<! MHan',y, "ú'P"~~9f .v¡.U~rs Em~axa49r: Gsf!a 
I,)t(as tropasqeE ioal ,~¡:j!Hl (~,p!-\(q c:~.rf.q g,QfAAA.bizo n:HH.:llas infiallcias en M;t~ 
¡;l Cafti l!o,qQpde efl~.~<\ ~tS.s:g.Rr~9Ad~ Uf j~9..r·aq ue n.9J~Jecibief~e! !lll~~L~~ 
Cqulan 'PI1. 50qo.hofl1bres t: y;-t~p~h'l~ ii~lfJt;~t,~)q:m)Q~'!l~axadQ.r de llsp¡~~ 
pl1t f,on,!s.s:tc, caUdad, HU ~." ,!ilTgdg ít;r i¡j\~ yjpc¡~Hnjdas)diz.ll!ndp ha. verie r ,oQ;lp.h, 
polible qeij:pper el Ca~;Ho.rt;(~l v;o de,. ~Q: ru<ib~·, 'r!IliQI;l~ .. D izc:f~./e r mq e rt~{, ~1 
li4r~nhl, ~l.BaÍ'Qn 4s y ~lg{l\)L3t. k9Q'a1r .sJ!~W C.oncle de ~ha1nilie;q ue eri! Q~ 
gU(lq.g~Q{ejy cQn el r~.q.~~e. rp'~pel ppr ' ij,(iJ'~W~ ~n exen:lt O, cuio fU anclo di~ s. 
J~~ GIt1'o~t:;!e~, como 1~J~i,~q;1 y.(~ <:(~á...lYi. ... '\l~SJ!ú~r Duque neDu.ras,que partiq. 
p.o,cPq ~e~d~d¡l. d,e l.) o~.~~v~lIps,y de:t~.. 4~Jt¡<}:Qotf:r ~<l:~ maqdarla El Señor de 
4;;.1;1. Bagl'~t.Y. mas. d~¡)op~ 1ll;'¡J:HQs, 'y .fjt,qt~ 4(:fpJdIQ.d~~qdaJ~ GQrte: )?Mit 
~o!re.el1o~~ll\1~9ll;i~I!shl~Ri,n~ "yp (J?~J~~f{~~QJHn~a.J~J).~IA~t¡;rJt;.4~~~ P!'9Jls:~~.enp'r C'?VdSg~tfliJ;\19J;tWMl .qH9iÚlf~~~9~ H!'tP-(!¡Setlc.mbre v~ndrari 
?c,l~¡nt~n(¡:riil, t:l ~arqú~}4í!.:N: .. alg[~ <Jg"1!4(y'~,fq~J!;q¡bax~qores<para(e,tra.~ 
fI·I,y 1 Ó. O~ciales. El} ~fte ,CaftiJl~~l~~r .t,;¿4~J.á~¡l~)~oob!iaÍlt~ ~antas ap¡¡,r,ctl~ 
Hrori,los nllcítros mi~ ,~~ :I009!Pf~lq~f s;j~,si~gij!!rra~ ' ... , 
'f...os G¡llov~(cs p(!g~r~ufucgo ~P!leBli+ :.} ¡ 
parle havcrhalladq quctn vna. e.ara, lé ",,! ·:t·N G LAr É R RA¡ 
haviaechado,veneno en el P'l-fi'¡ vino, . ; L: _, I,om¡r~J].6.dg0ftQ. " . 
('on qll~ murieron dos Ginov~1c'~tº~rc~ ; ~.qu~ (~ apretlíln 18. uavjos grande$ 
hiora. tUvieron los Ginove!es vnaeícar 4!l<;/~ di~e íaldran (obr e .ciena.cmptcC", 
Tal1iu~a can los Sav9Y<Jrdo,s'd" en. c!l~ ~;;II1Qch¡dmport~nd~ d~ncl interpcr. 
!l1uri\)~! Marques4~~ucematyquedq int~~ Si M~la. p,etl:a4clh~enqqe,; La 
mu}' 111:11 hdiJod ~1,?;:!clSeñor .Duqq~ Armada rteal bol.vio a nucftros-pucnos) 
J:; Savoya) quedaodqql~e~tos. muc!jq'~ y te dize que los nav io.s grandes le reco· 
Sivoyardos) y prdos c.a(¡ ;.to,?, Y cntr~ gerinadla ri9~t;~~Y 10$ Jl\cooces Jefe,,-
s:l)~s algunos CavalkrQs MaJ~efcli) y, dfran cíb. eoiL. Je la.s correriaz> dí!' !los 
otros de la qrdendeS.Lagarl?¡"· -'~ ~~fTado:lOl;¡ndclcsque tanto pttrjuizío 
F R A N Cl A¿, 
P.¡riJ 26. Aga/io. , ( 
Lunes pafl;¡.do llego aqui vn Propi~ 
deVienld-: AlIllria embiado dd SeÍwf 
Grcmonvil.l. t\liniilro ,,k FuncLI. ,'con 
ckrtos ;l"Jifos)íobrc que {e junto~l Con~ 
(;cjoJegueCnu:n S!gern:l.Hl,y huxov~ 
h~I!{.1,Q,rezelal\Jo(cmayor daÍlo 1 con la 
ó~Jt~tIa ?andJad qu.e le dízc aprdtan én 
Ola,ndapúa íaljr,j"orfo: Los navíos 
FJancdes parlitf,on las C .. beps Dolvicn-
d9k af rjnd.l. ,A. yer k hizo la ratilica,:, 
dónde! vltímotr .. tado ,onduidoentrc 
éílaCorona¡y Francia.La Arm.lI.iaReal 
ccho cnEfi.:obia. todos ros eO!CCllflO:i 
A 
The first known copy of the Gazeta de Amsterdam, bearing the name of the Sephardic printer David de Castro 
Tartaz. Note that its size differs from the later editions of the newspaper. 
(Copy Madrid, Academia de la Historia; original size 30 x 20 cms,) 
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ORA.CIONES DE MES 
A.R.R: E o. S. S 1 N BOL T A R 
de vna a otra parte. 
y LA ORDEN DE HAN~ 
cah,Purim,y Pafeuas de Pc(m,Scbuoth, y. 
Sucom;con mucha diligcntia cmcndada .. 
\ 
\ ... 
As far as we know, this is the first work in Spanish printed in the Netherlands. In this (unique?) copy, the address 
has been cut off from the titlepage, but from the colophon we know that it was printed in Maguntia on the 26th of 
February 1584. In reality it was printed in Dordrecht, by Peter Verhagen. 
(Copy Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional; original size 14 x 10 cms.) 
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Peace treaty between Holland and Portugal signed in the Hague in 1641. 
(Copy Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional; original size 20 x 15 cms.) 
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